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- Preface-
In 1 "3S , Al fred Ser eno Hudson HTote a History of 
Sudbury . The \· . • P . A. \?rote a s horter history as a work 
project dur i ng the 1 930 ' s . In 1939 , many articles and_ 
pamphlets were i-ir i t ten for t : e Sudbury Terc ent enary . But 
t _lere has bee:. n othing on t he sub ~ e ct t ill.t i s on a child ' s 
l evel. 
The study of t he United St a te s i s taken up from a 
geograp hica l and historical standpoint i n the fifth grade . 
This stuciy 1Jeg i ns with t 1e story of t he c hildren ' s own 
town and 1-Tidens to the sta te, Nm-r Eng l and , and t he whole 
co1...mtry . For years t here ".1as been a definite need f or 
somet ~linr.; on t ~_e subject t hat may be read and unde rstood 
by a ten- year - ol c hil d 1-ri t hout adult assis tanc e . The 
ava ilabl e 1o~orl\: is far beyond child i sh patienc e and com-
prehension . For my t hesis t hen, I c hose to f ill t l"lis need . 
I :!ave 'YTri tten a history of the to~>m of Sudbury f or 
t he fift _ grade student to read and use i n ~1is cla ss -vror k . 
J..-J:Y storie s , for suc h t _1ey are , are most definite l y n ot 
adu l t rea ding . I have tried to present the sub j e c t i n easy 
voc ..... bul ary and understanding s 1-rhic h a c hild can r eadily 
assimila t e . 
To be sur e t hat I had a c h i eved ray maj or ob j e c t ive 
in t 1at c lli l dren woul d be abl e to read thi s 1-rork , I c ~1.ose 
a l oi·r- a verag e fonrt h- grade student to r eac1 i t . I c hose a 
four th grader because i t i s near t he end of the s c hool year 
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and it is the just-was rourth grade child who will meet 
the history or Sudbury rirst thing next year, in the rirth 
grade. To have a student who had already experienced most 
or the rirth-grade read my stories would dereat my purpose 
as the history or the town is the rirst unit studied in 
that year's work. Robert and I talked about the stories 
when he rinished reading them. He seemed to have a good 
understanding. He also enjoyed the adventures that went 
with the racts. He remembered the r ac.ts longer because he 
was able to identiry himselr with what happened. 
This didn't satisry me. I wanted to check further so 
I borrowed a high-average reader rrom the third grade and 
put her to work. She needed but little help from me on 
the meanings of some of the words. Susie liked the story 
and seemed to comprehend it. The time concepts were a bit 
dirricult for her until I explained the many greats that the 
grandrathers were. 
Neither or these children were from Sudbury but live 
in near by towns that had a close association to it. I 
did not check with more children because I was not able to 
get any other than Sudbury children. Childish as it may 
sound, I would like my stories to be a surprise to the 
children when they encounter it next fall. 
In writing such a paper, my rirst job was research. It 
is the research that has taken my time. I have read all the 
books on Sudbury itself. I have read parts of other histories 
that contain anything on my subject. I have pored over town 
i ~ ~ - ~- · 
reports and town records hour on end. Many people in 
Sudbury were kind enough to talk to me and l EU).d me news-
paper clippings. I have studied old maps and new maps 
trying to associate new and old names, trying to picture 
what the town looked like in days gone by. I visited old 
houses, inns, cemeteries, and any spot that I considered 
worth while until I knew Sudbury's geography completely. 
After the major part of my work was done, the sifting be-
gan. I had accumulated a vast store of facts. Facts are 
not enough to give understanding, however. I had to choose 
those facts that could be assimilated by the children and 
contribute to their comprehension. This eliminated about 
two-thirds of what I had accumulated. Naturally, the juicy, 
interesting bits and gossip about their forefathers, however 
fascinating they may be, were not suitable to use in a 
school text. Many facts contained ideas that were far above 
their level. Then I decided that I wanted to instill a 
feeling of Pride for town and country as well as a feeling 
of identification with these long-dead people. Now, I 
was ready to write. 
Or was I? When I was halfway through, I realized 
that things were not going smoothly. So I went back and 
reread the histories. This time a history of the United 
St ates was included. A tie was needed between Sudbury 
and the rest o£ the country to show that it was not an 
isolated bit. 
In the writing I decided to make the focal point the 
adventures of the children of the succeeding generations 
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of a n i ma gi Dary family. Thi s "HOl..i.ld g ive the c :u l dren 
read ing t he history a refe rence point to t hen selves , a 
base for compa ris on . P..s is ever:y det<:.il i n the story, 
t he r..ar:tes e.re authentic. The name of t ~1e fe.n:ily i s Par ker . 
It is my m-m name, a lthough t here i s absolutely no relat ion 
to me. The name Pa.r ker appea r s or1 the list of Propr i etors 
but soon d j_sa ppears from tm,~n record s . I state again , DT.f 
Parker f amily and t he ir friends are i mag i nary, a l though 
t he t l"rings t i1.at happer1ed to tl:em are complete l y aut hentic 
and r~ve t he ir bas i s in h j_storical fact. 
Barbar& Joan Parker 
-Introduction-
Miss Parker looked at the visiting children over her 
glasses. "You're studying about Sudbury, our own town?" 
she asked them. 
"Yesl" they said all together. 
"Well, well. What have you learned about it so far?" 
she asked. 
l. 
"The charter was granted by the General Court in 1637,n 
volunteered Carol. "And they settled it in 1638." 
"And it was inc ••• inc ••• incorporated in 1639,"finished 
Joe. 
"The Indians called it Musketaquid which means grassy 
ground," added Bobby. 
"It was the nineteenth town in the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony." 
"There was an Indian war with King Philip." 
"Sudbury men fought at the Battle of Concord at the 
North Bridge. Our class went to see it." 
"We've visited Wayside Inn, the Goodnow Library, and 
the Wadsworth Monument." 
"Sudbury people have been mostly !'anners." 
"Sudbury boys !'ought in all the wars. My own brother 
is in Korea now." 
Everyone had something to say !'or they had learned a 
lot in school. Miss Parker smiled at them. "Well, then, how 
can I help you? You seem to know all about it." 
"But we don't know all about it," said Polly. "Not at 
all. We know things but we don't know what it was really 
like." She shook her head for emphasis. 
"our t eacher, Miss Davis, told us that your family 
helped settle Sudbury and tbat you knew all about it," 
Danny said. 
2. 
"Yes, my family did help·i\to settle Sudbury. They were 
among the very first people that came here. Stories of what 
happened in those long ago times have been told in this f'amily 
in each generation all through the years,n answered Miss 
Parker. "My own grandfather told all of them to me. Would 
you like to hear them?" 
"Oh yesl 11 
"PleaseJ" 
11 0h boy, would wei" 
Miss Parker had to laugh now. "I 111 gladly share what 
I know with you. I hope it will help you to know and love 
Sudbury as I do. When you are older, perhaps you will want 
to read the history that has been written about it yourselves. 
Until then, let's hope that my stories will do." 
And she began: 
-Part Onfr-
The Pilgrims settled at Plymouth in the year 1620. 
Ten years later the Puritans settled Boston. The Massa-
chusetts Bay Colony as they called it was successrul right 
away. Soon many people came rrom England to this new land. 
By 1637 the town of Watertown, next to Boston, no longer 
had enough land for all the people. New settlers were coming 
almost every day. So on behalf of themselves and a group yet 
to come from England, some men asked the General Court which 
governed the colony with its own representatives ror the land 
just west of thriving Watertown. William Wood described the 
Musketaquid area in a book called "New England's Prospect" 
which he wrote in 1633. It is thought that this book may have 
helped persuade the Sudbury settlers to petition for that 
region. The Old Connecticut Path went through part of Sudbury 
so quite early westward-traveling people passed through our 
town. In 1637 the Court granted a charter to this group of 
men giving them the land. But the charter was not enough, 
they also bought the land from the Indian named Cato who 
lived there on what is today Goodman's Hill. The next year 
the settlers moved to their new home. 
Now I'm old enough to be your grandmother and my great-
great-great-great-great-great-great-great-great-grandfather 
was a boy about your age when he came to Sudbury with his 
family. His story is my favorite. 
Peter sat on the carved wooden chest and sighed a 
happy sigh. Things were certainly moving fast. Just a 
few months ago they had been in Sudbury, county of Suffolk, 
country of England. He had helped his father in the garden 
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and in the carpentry shop. Then one day they made the decision 
to leave troubled England and go to the new Colony. Almost 
immediately they had sold the house and the furniture and 
had packed their belongings and had gone to London. There 
there had been a ship named the Confidence -- a small onel 
no bigger than the manor houses near Sudbury. In that small 
ship they sailed and sailed for six weeks. Six weeks with no 
sight of land and there had been a storm when the waves were 
as big as the ship. That was when they tied down everything 
on the ship that was loose. Even himself--Peter remembered. 
Then one day they sighted land. The sailors said it was 
valled Cape Cod. Several days later they came to Charlestown. 
Peter looked out the small window of his uncle's house. 
It certainly was nothing like Englandl Here there were thick 
forests just a short way from the village. Cousin John had 
said that savage people cailed Indians lived in that thick 
forest, strange, dark-skinned people who wore clothes made of 
animal skins. This little place called Watertown was nothing 
like home. He even wished to himself that he was home, in 
England. 
"Peter, you are dreaming again. In this new land there 
is much to be done. There is no time to sit and dream." 
Goodman Parker's voice broke into Peter's thoughts. 11 Get 
up, lad. We have much to do." 
"Sir?" Peter asked. 
"Yes?" 
"Sir , may I ask where we are going? 
told me many stories of this wilderness. 
we go or why. It frightens me some." 
Cousin John has 
I know not where 
Goodman Parker frowned. This wilderness country had 
c aused Peter to forget his manners--but his life had changed 
suddenly and he was the eldest boy. He should know. 
"Peter, my son, do you know why we came to this unsettled 
land?" 
"I think so, sir. Because of the church services, the 
King is not over-glad for us to worship in our plain, pure 
way, " he answered. 
"That is right. I am a Freeman. I carry the title of 
Goodman. I am beholden to no one. When my friends and I 
cannot honor God as we see fit, it is time to remedy the ma t -
t er. Here in t his new land we will have our own way free o f the 
King and his intolerance. Here we will have a government 
under Godin Goodman Parker thumped his fist on the t able 
to emphasi z e his point. 
He and his friends had indeed come to the Massachusett s 
Bay Colony for that v ery reason. Only eight years before 
other men had come to this new Boston to gain religious and 
political freedom. ~uickly, when the colony proved to be 
successful, other men followed with their families--anxious 
to b e free of the laws of the King . England had changed--
there was unrest--the King was stricter. He had dismissed 
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Parliament. He did _not like groups of his craftsmen and 
merchants, workingmen and farmers meeting together. But these 
people were stubborn and proud. They desired freedom and a 
chanc e to make their own way. They had begun to fe e l stifled 
in England. Another group of people who called themselves 
Pilgrims had come to the New World in 1620 and had made a suc-
cess of their settlement. These Puritans were determined that 
they too would come to New England and settle. But leaving 
England was of ten more diff icult than they thought. The King 
did not want the workers and money earners to leave England 
for they were wealthy in far.ms, in businesses, and in crafts. 
Sometimes they had to sail away during the ni ght. 
Goodman Parker was one of these men. With his family he 
left England and sailed to the new Colony. In a settlement 
near Charlestown and Boston called Watertown lived his brother 
who had left Sudbury, England two years before . When the 
brother got word that Goodman Parker was coming, he realize d 
that the land in Watertown was not big enough for everyone. 
There wouldn't be land for everyone to farm. Some other men 
realized the same thing. They had read a description of the 
land just west of Watertown and south of Concord so they 
petitioned the General Court for it. Soon •the Court gave 
pe~1issiqn for these men to settle on this piece of land and 
to sell their land in Watertown. This five-mile-square land 
had to be bought from the Indians that lived there too. 
Finally everything was ready for the nineteenth town in the 
Mas s achusetts Bay Colony. Goodman Parker, his family and 
friends were going to live on the frontier--far different 
from s e ttled England. 
Peter felt a shiver of excitement down his back when his 
father finished speaking. When they got to the new Plantation 
they would be farther west than anyone in the Colony. To 
the West would be only forests inhabited by the naked, painted 
savages called Indians. Such queer names they had--the Indians 
where they were going were called "Nipmucks" or "Nipmets". 
The land had been bought from an Indian named "Caton or "Kar te~' 
The pronounciation wasn't easy to understand so he couldn't be 
sure what it was exactly. The name of the place was even 
stranger--"Musketaquid". It was most certainly different from 
names like England, Suffolk, London, and Sudbury. 
But Peter went out to help his father prepare and pack the 
loads for the oxen. No fun1 i ture was being taken just food and 
cooking utens ils, a few clothes, guns and ammunition, and of 
course tools. The few chests would be fetched later when they 
were settled. Peter checked over his job. He was to care for 
the milk cow with the help of Cousin John. She was the only 
one they were taking along and she was his special responsi-
bility. He checked on her halter and tether; then he brought 
her some water and grass. 
"Take much to eat, Bossy. Tomorrow you have a long trip," 
he wispered. The cow shook her head from side to side as if 
to say yes. Peter stood and looked at her for a wh ile wonder-
ing if she missed England and how she likedthe ocean voyage •. 
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He sighed. Now he must milk her. Little Elizabeth was so 
small; she had to have fresh milk. His father's cow! their 
cow! the only cow going to the new plantation. It made Peter 
glad that his father was a Goodman and had a part in all the 
meetings and votes. 
When he finished milking, he brought the milk into the 
house. Already the younger children were calling for milk. 
But first Elizabeth must get hers--and then the little cousins. 
"Peter!" Cousin John called, "Peter!" 
Peter frowned. "What do you want?" 
"Come I want to show you some more of the town before we 
leave tomorrow," answered John. 
Peter came to him quickly. "Fine, let's go. 11 
The boys went off happily to explore before night fell. 
They returned at dark and went to bed quickly. They fell 
asleep right away. But Peter had forgotten to look at the 
cow again. 
The next morning Goodman Parker shook Peter until he woke. 
It was still so dark that they could barely see. Peter dressed 
as fast as he could and stuffed his breakfast down even faster. 
Then he ran out to milk and feed the cow and get her ready for 
the trip. In the dim light he couldn 1.t see her, but she was 
there, he knew she Wb s. Peter stumbled around a little. As 
his eyes became used to the light and the mist he could see 
that the cow was gone! He looked all around the place. There 
were signs that she had pulled loose from her tether during 
the night. Peter felt sick in his stomach. His father's 
cow ••• the only milk cow going to the new plantation ••• the 
one he'd been so proud of ••• the cow that was so valuable ••• 
was gone. Maybe some wild savages out of the forest had taken 
her. Yet no, there were other hou s es between this one and the 
forest. Some thief did it t hen. In this place where there were 
so few cows it would be easy to trace her and claim her again. 
But meanwhile much needed time would be lost from settling in 
their new home and father would be terribly angry and Elizabeth 
needed the milk. Things were just too much for Peter. He sat 
down on the ground and thought that he was going to cry. 
"Peter!" a hoarse, loud whisper caught his thoughts, 
"Peter!" It was John. 
Peter spread his hands out. John looked and saw in a 
moment that the cow was gone. Peter tried to tell him about 
it, but John just looked sharply at the ground . 
"But Cus, don 1 t you care to hear what happened?" asked 
Peter mournfully. 
11Sh!" said John with a finger up to his lips. "She went 
in that direction. Come on." 
"How do you lmow?" demanded Peter. 
"Because I can trail," announced John in a superior tone 
of voice. "After all I 1ve been here for almost two years and 
one of the men who'd been here a longer time and traveled 
much in the forest showed me how. See you just follow the 
signs." John pointed to where the grass had been trampled 
on. The boys followed this trail. It led to the river and 
there at its edge stood Bossy, calmly nibbling a bunch of grass. 
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Peter took her halter and gently led her back. "Thank 
you, John," he said gratef'ully, "Perhaps some day I'll learn 
to track too." 
The sun was just coming up when the lit t le cavalcade set 
off' westward to the new plantation. The oxen were loaded. 
Some of the women and children rode on horses but most of' the 
people walked. Some like Peter herded livestock. There were 
more women and children on this journey for most of the men 
had gone out to the plantation a couple weeks before to start 
building the houses and prepare the fields. A f'ew men had 
stayed behind with the women and children to escort them out 
when the Confidence arrived with some more new settlers. 
Goodman Parker was one of these. The Confidence had come 
into Charlestown only two weeks ago and as soon as the new 
arrivals had rested fram their tiring trip, the group started 
for Musketaquid. 
The day was very pleasant, not too warm but sunny. Peter 
too~ great interest in his surroundings. The trail they 
followed was the Old Connecticut Path. By New England 
standards it was a good, well-worn trail, but Peter thought 
it was very rough. His Cousin John told him that it had been 
used by the Indians and by Preacher Thomas Hooker on his way 
to Connecticut. The countryside was very pretty. The f'orest 
wasn't too thick and often there were open spaces, some of 
which were quite large. The trees and bushes were dif'ferent 
f'rom those in England and so were the birds in the trees. 
But it was nice, Peter decided. Every now and then he could 
see a little animal in the thin undergrowth--a rabbit, a 
squirrel, and once even a fox. 
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The trip was long and tiring even though they rested well 
at noon time . All that walking as well as watching the oxen, 
cows, and sheep was hard work. So they were very glad when 
in the late afternoon they came to a little hill that over-
looked a lovely river bordered with wide clear fields. There 
were a lot of trees but they weren 't as thick as a forest. 
Across the peaceful river rose a big hill which was purplish 
as the sun set behind it. This was the new plantation. Some 
small houses were already built and smoke curled up from their 
chimneys. 
Cries from the men already there reached their ears. 
Families and friends were reunited. Then all the people knelt 
down together in the early evening light to give their thanks 
to God. Surely with hard work and the Goodness of God they 
would make a success of this Plantation. 
Later that n i ght as Peter lay in his makeshift bed he 
thought about his new home. He was pretty sure he would like 
it. This was going to be a nice place to ove, very nice. 
There w~re woods to hunt in~ meadow: lands for hay and grazing, 
a wide river that must have a lot of fish in it. He sighed 
happily once more and fell asleep. 
They did make a success of it too! They started the very 
next morning. The forest rang with the s ounds of axes for 
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houses and shelter ~or the animals must be put up right a way. 
The untouched soil was turned to the sun, ~or ~ood must be 
raised. Animals were set grazing in the wide, richly green 
river meadows. Although they took care o~ their other build-
ing they did not ~orget a meetinghouse. That was their ~irst 
major concern, a meetinghouse where they could meet ~or 
religious services ~or these people were not only hardworking 
but serious and God-fearing as well. 
At the meetinghouse they held meetings to administer their 
town government, meetings where they divided the land among 
themselves and elected town of~icials. These were early town 
meetings and Sudbury still has the same form of government. 
They also sent men to go to the General Court which presided 
over the af~airs of the whole Colony. 
Their first minister and the most important man in town , 
Reverend Edmund Brown, named the town Sudbury after his home 
in England. By decree o~ the General Court Sudbury became 
. a town, incorporated, on September 4, 1639. The early 
settlers i n Sudbury were people that got things done •. 
Sudbury had no "starving time" but was successful from 
the first. They had no ~ights with the Indians because the 
Indians there were peace~ul. Cato, the chie~ that lived on 
the highest hill, even came to church with them and b ecame 
a Christian. For the most part the Indians were not well-
behaved according to our strict ancestors because they liked 
to dance and sing and shout, e specially during church services. 
They didn't like work either but at any rate there was no war. 
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Determined to keep it that way the Sudbury settlers bought all 
their land from the Indians as well as getting the grant from 
the General Court. They were always very fair and honest in 
everything that had to do with the Indians. 
So Sudbury grew, became settled on both sides of the river 
after the bridge was built, and became prosperous and thriving. 
Things were peaceful for about twenty-five years and then 
trouble came. 
-Part Two-
An Indian chief named Philip of Pokanoket feared that the 
English would take all the land in New England and drive out 
the Indians. He did not trust them as his father Massasoit 
had. To try and stop the English Philip united all the Indian 
tribes in Southern New England together under his leadership 
to make war on what he thought were his enemies. About the 
early part of the year 1675, Sudbury people began to notice 
signs of Indians. No man dared vent4~e from his house with-
out his gun. The citizens built garrison houses where they 
might find protection in case of att a ck. A big attack did 
not come but several men were shot at by lurking Indians. 
Sudbury was further worried when the Indians attacked and 
destroyed first near-by Lancaster a nd then Groton. 
In late June the authorities of the Colony asked Ephraim 
Curtis of Sudbury who had experience with Indians to go to 
Brookfield to talk to the Nipmets and try to persuade t hem 
not to join Phili p. He went but he did not succeed. In 
fact he just barely escaped with his life. A month later he 
was sent on a scouting expedition into Indian territory and 
had another close ~all. 
The Colonial authorities also made preparatio~s for defense. 
They organized militia in all the towns. Sudbury was protected 
b y a group of about eighty men but in those days that was con-
sidered quite large enough. In December all the forces were 
called together and they marched on Philip's swamp-f ort in 
Kingston, Rhode Island. The battle was a bloody one, many 
men on both sides were killed. But the Indians suffered such 
great losses that the Colonial government was sure that the 
trouble with Philip was over. 
They were wrong, however, and the people in frontier towns 
like Sudbury knew they were wrong. 
-~ * * 
"Father~ Father!" Josiah was very excited--so excited 
that he forgot to wait for his father to speak first--so 
excited that his voice was high and loud. 
Goodman Parker frowned. He did not like this. Josiah 
was only sixteen and must be respectful to his elders. The 
twins, William and Lydia, sat up straight on the bench by the 
fireplace. Something was surely going to happen and something 
had already happened. Josiah was exeited and father was angry. 
11 JosiahP' Goodman Parker spoke sharply. "Josiah, have 
you forgotten your manners to address me in such an unseemly 
manner?" 
Josiah stopped short. He had forgotten in his excitement. 
Now he was shamed; his father still thought him a child like 
the twins. He was expected to do a man's work but he was also 
expected to have a youth's humility. 
"I beg your pardon, Sir, but the news I have to tell you 
caused me to forget," said Josiah trying to be calm but not 
succeeding very well. 
Goodman Parker was worried. Something quite serious 
must have happened today because Josiah was never impolite 
normally. Josiah, meanwhile, stood first on one foot and 
then on the other, impatient to have permission to speak. 
The twins wriggled where they were sitting and winked at each 
other. They, too, were impatient to hear what their brother 
had to say. But Father wouldn't ever be rushed. 
"sir," began Josiah, but a frown stopped him. 
"You are late," continued Goodman Parker. "Work on the 
highway most certainly could not have l a sted so long. The 
town takes more time than is due to it." 
"The men were talking, Father, a oout Philip of Pokanoket 
and whether the danger from the Indians was over or not. Then 
a messenger came from Captain Brocklebank of Marlbo r o," he 
said. "Marlboro has been attacked by a force of Indians." 
"So it has come at last," said Goodman Parker sadly. 
"When my father came here to Sudbury as a little boy, there 
was no trouble. We lived peacefully with the Indians. It 
is this Philip who bring s the unrest." 
"The Captain thinks it is not the main force of Indians 
but a smaller one. He thinks the leader is Netus." Josiah 
was very serious now. To the twins he looked like a grown 
man and not their older brother. "There will be a meeting 
tonight, Father. May I go with you?" 
Goodman Parker nodded, 11Yes, you will h a ve to take on 
the duties of a grown man now. You may no longer be a boy. 
They both were very serious. The twins didn't quite 
understand what was going on. Goodwife Parker was sad. Times 
of wa~ and fighting were always most difficult on the women. 
In the next few days Sudbury's defenses were renewed. 
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Reverend Brown sent a letter to the Council in Boston asking 
for more help. About twenty men from Sudbury under the command 
of Ensign Grout went to Captain Brocklebank to aid Marlboro . 
The Sudbury men · with twenty more Marlboro men discovered Netus 
and his men asleep by their campfire only a half mile from the 
Sudbury line. They attacked the sleeping Indians suddenly, 
killing many of them and putting the rest to fli ght. 
In this way the first attack on Sudbury wa s prevented but 
the citizens did not stop their watchfulness. They were sure 
that Phili p would attack a gain. They wer e right. 
On April 18, 1676 Marlboro was attacked by almost fifteen 
hundred Indians led by Iling Philip himself. The attack was 
not a surprise for the Indians had given themselves away a 
day before, so the people were able to gain shelter in the 
garrison houses. They also sent a mess a ge to Sudbury and to 
the Council for more Militia. Sudbury was very busy. They 
would be the next town to be attacked. They dared not spare 
any of their men to send to the aid of the neighboring town. 
Some men sent their families to Watertown but most people went 
quickly to the garrisons to prepare the defenses. Goodman 
Parker and his family went to the garrioo n nearest them. They 
were on thewest side of the river and that was felt to be the 
more dangerous place because the Spring flood waters of the 
river might keep the Indians from crossing to the east. 
Josiah was given a gun and taught how to use it. He would 
have to use it now to p rotect . his family and neighbors. He 
was very proud of this fact and ignored the twins for the first 
time in his life. William followed him all around the garrison 
house begging to be shown how the gun worked. He secr~tly 
hoped that when it came time to fight that he, too, would b e 
given a gun. 
For the first time in their lives the twins disagreed. 
Their disagreement separated them--also for the first time. 
While William tried to help the men with the defenses, Lydia 
stayed close to her mother. William talked of nothing but 
fighting and weapons. Such talk only frightened Lydia the more 
and she put her hands over her ears to shut out the sound. 
A whole day had passed while the citizens of Sudbury waited 
in the garrison houses for the attack but none came. Goodman 
Parker was worried. Would the Indians attack or not? Was it 
safe to return home or was re still danger? Neither he nor 
any other man was able to decide. They planned to stay but 
on e more night in the garrison. 
Finally, dawn came on April 21, 1676. With the light came 
the attack. During the darkness of night, the Indians had 
crept up and surrounded each garrison house. The house where 
the Parkers were was cut off completely. It was a little 
island besieged again and again by screaming, yelling savages. 
Goodman Parker,.. Josiah, and the other men kept shooting and 
were able to keep the Indians at a distance... There was no time 
to stop or rest. The women helped reload the guns. William 
was put to work carrying powder and shot to the men. Outside 
the aid and sky was filled with dark heavy smoke. The Indians 
were bUrning all the houses and barns. William could see the 
smoke .curling up. from the fire his own home made. It ma de him 
so mad that he worked even harder, running lJ'Ii th the heavy bag s 
of shot. 
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Lydia was all alone. Her mother was helping her father. 
She was very frightened and about to begin to cry when she heard 
a scared little whimper beside her. It was the little Parmen-
ter boy. He was only three and his mother had left him alone 
while she went to help her husband. Lydia put her arms around 
him and tried to comfort him. ·It made her feel better! Then 
she knew that she had a job to do, too. She must be brave to 
comfort and reassure the smaller children. She sat huddled 
in a protected place with several children near her and a 
thought came to her. She was fighting as bravely as Father or 
Josiah or any of the men. She would care for the children so 
their mothers could go and help the men. Lydia sat up straight. 
William was helping and so was she--each in his ovm way. She 
and William were close because they were twins but each had 
his own life. 
A little before midday the men of the garrison left it to 
fight hand to hand with the Indians. The savages didn@t like 
that kind of fighting so they retreated back into the forest. 
The Sudbury men did not dare to follow them into the forest 
for fear of an ambush, so they returned to the garrison. In 
the .quiet that followed everyone could hear the sound of battle 
from other parts of the town • . Once or twice the Indians tried 
to attack again but each time they were driven hack. Finally, 
night and quiet came. Here and there against the dark sky they 
could see the glow of a burning house. All night long men 
stood at guard straining their eyes to try to see through the 
darkness. Had the Indians gone or were they resting for another 
day? Would th~e be another attack? 
A:fter a very long night, the sun came up, glowing red 
through the haze o:f smoke that hung over the land. In the earl}T;. 
morning light there was no sign of the Indians. Had they gone? 
Several o:f the men left the garrison house cautiously to in-
vestigate. Josiah was one o:f these volunteers. They crept 
along trying their best to keep under cover but no arrows or 
shot came winging their way. Finally, Josiah stood up, a 
perfect target. No arrows--maybe the Indians ~ gone--maybe. 
The men finally reached the woods and disappeared into them. 
Now came a long, hard time of waiting. John and the other 
boys took their turns at guard duty. Lydia helped the women 
fix something to eat for everyone. For a long time everyone 
had been too busy or too tired to eat and now they were very 
hungry. 
Suddenly there came a shout from William. He had seen a 
movement among the trees. Everybody ran to watch. The bushes 
parted and out came Josiah, running across the open field to 
the Garrison House. Goodman Parker hurried to unbolt the door. 
Josiah came in and leaned against the wall panting as the door 
was being shut. 
"Well, Josiah, where are the other men? What did you find 
out?" asked his father. Everyone gathered around to listen. 
"The othe.rs have gone on, Sir, to the meetinghouse and to 
the other garrisons to see how neighbors have fared. They 
sent me back to tell. We saw no sign of the Indians. They 
have gone. And ••••• n Josiah paused. 
"Go on, son, tell us," said his father. 
"The :farms, the houses, all that we saw have been burned. 
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We could see many columns of smoke all over Sudbury. Perhaps 
all of Sudbury has been burned by Philip's men. Down in the 
meadow we found some of our friends from Concord. They came 
to help us but were killed before they could get here. It's 
terrible," he said. "Now let me go. I want to go with the 
others. I can catch up." 
Goodman Parker held him back and said, "No, you cannot go. 
We must have men here as well. This may be another trick of 
the Indians. We do not know where they are." 
But the Indians did not come back to attack the garrison 
house where the Parkers were. They had other business to 
attend to. Their losses had been so great in spite of their 
victory that they had been forced to withdraw. 
* * 
Philip had planned the attack on Sudbury very carefully. 
During the night of April 20 : after his attack on Marlboro, 
Philip had divided his forces so that each Sudbury garrison 
was completely surrounded and cut off. In this way he hoped 
to make them surrender faster. At the same time he sent a 
force over the bridge to east Sudbury. The next morning he 
had begun ~ighting and burning. When Watertown heard of 
Sudbury's trouble she sent a force of soldiers under the 
command of Captain Mason. Mason and his men drove Philip 's 
men back across the river along the bridge and cause way 
from the eastern part of Sudbury. 
Meanwhile the Council in Bosoon knowing only that Marlboro 
was in danger had sent a company under the command of Captain , -
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Wadsworth to Marlboro. When Wadsworth reached his destination 
he found that Philip had moved on to attack Sudbury. Together 
with Captain Brocklebank and his men of tbe Marlboro garrison 
he went on to Sudbury. In Sudbury Wadsworth gave pursuit to 
about a hundred Indians and was drawn into a deadly ambush. 
Fighting bravely Wadsworth and his men were pushed slowly up 
Green Hill. As the evening of April 21 came nearer Philip 
realized that Wadsworth was not going to surrender so he 
ordered the woods in back of Wadsworth's troop to be set on 
fire. The fire forced a sudden retreat to Hop Brook Mill 
where no more than twenty survivors held off the Indians until 
nightfall. But the Indians had killed about twenty-six men 
including Captains Wadsworth and Brocklebank. 
The next day Philip retreated. Although the victory was 
his he suffered great losses. Never again was he to make such 
an attack on such a large scale. His strength was limited to 
little, darting forays on small, outlying villages. His power 
and spirit was broken. Philip was killed by one of his men a 
few months later. With his death came the end of danger from 
Indian attack for they had lost their only true leader. The 
Battle of Sudbury had saved the rest of the Colony. 
The people of Sudbury left their garrison houses when the 
danger was over. They faced a great task of rebuilding their 
homes and burying the dead. But it was a task that they were 
equal to. Sudbury was rebuilt with neighbor helping neighbor, 
friend helping friend. Soon it was again a prosperous thriving 
town, among the most important in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. 
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- Part Three-
There were to be no more Indian attacks on Sudbury in 
the years that followed. Sudbury had time to grow and to turn 
her attention to more peaceful pursuits. During this period 
the first schoolhouse was built. Sudbury citizens helped to 
settle and found many new towns to the west of her. In the 
years that followed many of the children became larger than 
the mother town. It was also during this time that Sudbury 
formed two church parishes, one on each side of the river. 
The church on the east side of the river made a long, overly 
difficult journey for many citizens. In Spring when the river 
was flooded it was almost impossible to get to it from the 
West. So another church was built on the west side at Rocky 
Plain, now Sudbury center. Eventually the two parrshes became 
two towns, Sudbury on the west and Wayland on the east. 
Although the colony was prospering, things were not complete-
ly p eaceful. France and England were quarreling over lands in 
the New World to the West and North of New England. The quarrel 
resulted in a series of four long drawn-out wars called the 
French and I ndian Wars. While the scene of battle never reached 
Sudbury, her men did their part in it. Finally, England won. 
But again peace didn't last very long. 
The English King was not willing to take the burden of 
paying for the wars so he taxed the American Colonists. The 
Colonists felt that they ·should not be required to pay the 
whole cost but that they should have equal rights with British 
citizens. But the King heaped insult upon indignity and set 
unfair taxes on them. The Colonials began to do something 
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about it. Those in the Massachusetts Colony reacted moat 
strongly and were punished most strongly. When the King put 
a tax on tea, some of the Colonials dumped it into Boston 
Harbor. The citizens of Sudbury supported the move for free-
dom and rights to a man. In the whole town there was not one 
person in sympathy with the King. My family the Parkers were 
true to the Colonial cause, even my great-great-great grand-
father who was only a little boy named Thomas at that time. 
Thomas was quite excited. Tonight the Sons of Liberty were 
meeting here at his own house and father was allowing him to 
listen. Even Robert, his older brother wasn't being allowed 
that privilege. Robert had to go to practice and drill tonight 
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with his company, so of course he couldn't stay. At the meeting 
tonight they would talk about all the things that had been 
happening in the colony. Thomas had heard many of the stories 
before but he liked to hear them over and over. His· favorite 
was the Boston Tea Party when grown-up men dressed as Indians 
and dumped a whole cargo of tea into the harbor. The older 
men would get so angry with the Y~ng• The Reverend always 
got red in the face, he'd get so worked up. They were deter-
mined to be treated like all Englishmen, to have the ri ghts 
of Englishmen, and not to be treated like unworthy subjects. 
Of course the King was angry at them, too. He had shut up 
Boston Harbor and it wasn't so nice not to have some of the 
things that the ships brought and that you were used to. 
During this time the ships brought nothing to Boston and 
many o~ the people there had starved. Idving in the country 
was much better although you were away from the excitement. 
He had seen that. His cousin in Boston told him stories o~ 
the starvation time when the harbor was blockaded. Tom had 
even gone with his ~ather to bring food to them. That wasn't 
fun. 
Tom thought~ ~unny that Father was not so worried about 
things like these as he was over the dismissal o~ the General 
Court. Mr. Parker had been a representative from Sudb~y. 
He said that when the Court was ·dissolved and King appointed 
the Council, they had lost their part in the government and 
that was really all the trouble. 
still tonight all the older men would meet and talk over 
their plans and the Congress and read some o~ the things that 
Tom Paine wrote. They had the same .name, Tom Paine and he. 
After supper Tom built a fire in the good room and set chairs 
and benches around. Soon the men came and Tom made himself 
quiet in a corner. 
Mr. Bridgeham came in late, covered with dust and his 
riding cape still on. "Gentlemen, I have news for you llt 
he burst out. "I have just ridden from Cambridge. General 
Gage knows that we have military stores here and in Concord. 
He plane :J to send out -. a t roop .of·Jsoldiers to investigate this J 11 
There was a sudden outburst from the men. Each had his 
own idea of what to do. 
"Now, gentlemen," said Mr. Parker. "We cannot solve our 
problems by all talking at once. Mr. Bridgeham, please go on 
and tell us more." 
"There is lihttle more that I can tell. General Gage, as 
I said, plans to send soldiers out to investigate the charge 
that we have military stores at Concord. We do not know who 
has charged us. But we do have a spy stationed at his head-
quarters who will warn us as to when we may expect the 
investigation." Mr. Bridgeham paus ed, "It was our spy that 
gave us this message." 
nHow will we know if Gage 1 s men march on us?" asked Mr. 
Parmenter. 
"The silversmith, Paul Revere, has made plans to ride 
out and warn us," answered Mr. Bridgeham.. 
"Do:e.s Concord know of' this?" 
"Yes, I rode out !'rom Cambridge withaConcord man." 
"But will we do with our supplies? What does Concord 
plan to do with theirs?" asked Mr. Howe. 
"If we hide them carefully, they'll be saf'e," suggested 
Mr. Parker. 
"Where will we _hide them?" 
"I have an old barn, but well-built, in the woods that 
would be dry. I live farther to the west than any of you 
and no soldier would thin1!t of coming that f'ar. It 1 s well 
hidden and not easily found," said another man. 
"Good, good idea," they all agreed. 
"Then tomorrow I'll bring them there with my oxen , 11 
aaid Mr. Parker. "Will some of you help me move them?" 
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And so it was agreed. Tom hoped that his father would 
let him help. _ 
"But that's not all," Mr. Bridgeham. said. "We must take 
some of the stores from Concord, too. That is where our biggest 
reserve is hidden. Stow and Acton will take some too. Agreed?" 
"Yesln was his answer. 
Again a man volunteered to take his team over to Concord 
the next day to get Sudbury's one-third of the supplies. On 
this note of planning the meeting broke up. There had been no 
discussions tonight, thought Tom, but there had been plenty of 
action. He had a lot to tell Robert tomorrow. 
The next day was very busy and both Robert and Tom helped 
the men move the gunpowder and weapons to a safer place. If 
war should break .out they would need it badly. These stern 
New Englanders were very determined to secure for themselves 
the rights that all Britons had, rights which they thought 
were truly theirs. Little did they dream of what their det-
ermination and will would lead to. 
That night Tom fell asleep quickly. He was so tired after 
hi-s busy day. But very early that next morn:Lng at four o'clock 
they were awakened by the sound of the church bell, ringing 
and ringing. It was the warning! the call to ar.ms1 The British 
soldiers had left Boston and were marching to Concord. They 
had just hidden ·the supplies in time. Robert was the t'irst to 
move. He dressed, ate quickly, and. grabbed his rifle, powder 
horn, and shot. Then he ran out of the house toward Concord. 
Mr. Parker ran out of the house after him. 
"Wait, Robert, wai~ for your company. You'll be more 
useful in the group you trained with than by yourself." 
Robert stopped, turned, and walked back slowly. "You're 
right, Father, I'll wait." 
~uickly Mr. Parker ate. Then he said goodbye to his wife 
and his younger son. "Good-bye, don't worry. We'll be back 
when the job is done. You are the man of house til I return, 
Tom. Come Bob, let us be on our way." 
Father and son set off to the town common at fast walk. 
Within a half hour 302 of their neighbors had gathered there. 
They separated into eight companies and set off. There were 
twelve miles to go and that distance was covered faster than 
ever before. Two of the men even ran all the way. Only one 
man rode a horse but it was his eightieth birthday. 
When they reached Con.cord it was well past midmorning 
even though they had came quickly. The Sudbury men took up 
their places at the North Bridge with men from Concord, Stow, 
and Acton. These simple farmers stood there bravely, waiting 
to d~fend their homes and their rights as free men against 
the soldiers of the King who would take those rights away. 
The sound of marching feet was heard. The farmers who 
had never fought before rechecked their guns. Then they looked 
across the river to f'ace prof'essional soldiers in their dusty 
red and white uniforms. The two bodies of men faced each other 
unflinchingly. For a long minute neither group fired. Then a 
British soldier fired the shot that rang out around the world 
and woke men from their daze. 
At the ~irst volley ~our Minute Men went down. The 
Colonial forces returned the ~ire and the battle was on. 
Soon the Red Coats knew that the men on the other side of 
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the bridge were not joking; they were deadly serious. The 
English troops began to ~all back, to retreat with the Minute 
Men pressing a~ter ~hem in hot pursuit. At Merriman's Corner 
the men ~rom East Sudbury joined in the rout. The r e treat to 
Boston was ~ar ~rom orderly b ecause the troops were being shot 
at constantly by the ~ar.mers ~rom behind stone walls, trees, 
rocks, and even bushes. It was a victory ~or the Minute Men. 
It was late that night when Robert and Mr. Parker returned 
home. Tom and his mother were waiting f or them. All day long 
Mistress Parker had worried that her two men had been killed 
or wounded. Now they were home, dirty, tired, and hungry, 
but safe . I n ~act only two men ~rom Sudbury were k illed that 
day. All Sudbury celebrated this ~irst de~eat o~ the British. 
This was the beginning o~ the great war ~or ~reedom. 
The company that Robert was enrolled in le~t to go to 
Cambridge a ~ew days later. Mistress Parker was kept busy in 
t h ose ~ew days getting his clothes ready. Tom helped by clean-
ing Bob's gun and greasing his boots. Tom couldn't help but 
wish he was going. He wasn't old enough to ~ight but perhaps 
he could b e a drummer boy. Mose s Moore wa s the same age a s he 
and he was going with Captain Nixon's company as a drumme r . 
But n o, Tom couldn't go~ His ~ather had enlisted to serve, too, 
so with both gone Tom was to stay home. He was only eleven bu t 
he had to do a man's wor k in the ~ields. 
The British and General Gage controlled only Boston 
and the Solonials or Continentals as they were called 
were determined to keep him bottled up there. Then Gage 
got reinforcements and planned to take Charlestown. 
During the night the Colonial troops dug fortifications 
on the top of Bunker Hill. When morning came they were 
ready for Gage. Captain John Nixon and his men from 
Sudbury were to the left of the main line behind a breast-
work of hay that had hastily been put there. Robert was 
there with his neighbors. The British attacked again and 
again. Each time the Colonials fired a row of red and 
white uniform.ed men went down. The English losses were 
terrible. Robert knew that every time he fired a man 
went down. 
But misfortune hit ·the farmers of New England. There 
was no more ammunition and still General Gage's men came 
on • . They had to retreat. Captain Nixon and his men were 
all young and daring. They stayed to the last possible 
minute. Robert was the last to leave for he had one more 
shot left. He made it good and just barely escaped. 
Under the direction of George Washington the New 
Englanders drove Gage from Boston. They put cannon on 
the high hills overlooking Boston and Gage was afraid to 
stay. 
The closest the war came to Sudbury was Concord. 
After Gage left, the scene of battle was no longer to 
touch New England. But men from Sudbury fought in the 
other colonies, too. When the war was over Bob came home 
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a hero, a sarjant with a wound. He had been with Nixon 
throughout the whole war. Nixon was a hero too. He had 
proven to be a valuable officer to Washington and came 
home a general. 
Tom had grown during the war years. It was he who 
did the work on the farm for Mr. Parker had served his 
new country as a soldier. After the war Mr. Parker was 
elected to the Legislature and there he helped select the 
men who were sent to Congress to help write the Constitu-
tion of the United States. So the men from Sudbury helped 
in no small part in the building of America. 
When a war is over things must be rebuilt. The fields 
of Sudbury had been neglected. It was time to go back to 
them. New houses were built; the old ones were rebuilt. 
Sudbury turned her attention back to herself and quietly 
settled down to the life of a farming community. 
In 1778 men from the west side of Sudbury began to 
talk of dividing the east from the west into two towns. 
On the east side of the river the feelings were against 
it. But on the west it seemed like a good idea. After 
reaching a division that was favorable to both sides, they 
petitioned the General Court. So in 1781 Sudbury became 
two towns as it had been two parishes. East Sudbury 
changed its name several years later to Wayland. 
After the war the money issued by C9ngress lost value. 
Business was bad, times were poor, and prices were high. 
I t wa s a time of unrest. To keep prices down the Sudbury 
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Town Meeting set prices on all goods. If any one broke 
these price laws no one would trade with them. Our fore-
fathers showed themselves to be shrewd when they did this. 
In other places in Massachusetts, men wanted to start 
fighting to bring prices down. The Sudbury people realized 
that this would do no good. So when they were asked to 
send some men to keep order, they did so. Finally things 
became more regula. ted and Sudbury grew and prospered once 
more. 
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- Part Four -
The early settlers o£ Sudbury did not have the time 
nor the money to be interested in schools and education. 
The Colony passed laws requiring the towns to have schools 
£or the children. But many towns ignored the laws, not 
because they didn't want them, but because they couldn't 
a££ord them. Sudbury built its £irst school house in 1702. 
Be£ore then, and even a£terwards, many classes were held 
in the homes o£ the students themselves. The schoolmaster 
took turns going to the districts and used a different 
house each time. After the Revolutionary War the interest 
in learning became stronger. Perhaps you'd like to hear 
about my great-great-aunt's school. 
"Susannah," droned the teacher's voice, "You may 
recite." 
Susannah stood up and recited her lesson. She knew 
it perfectly- by heart. I£ she didn 1 t •••• she eyed the 
teacher's heavy birch rod. Teacher knew how to use it 
on those scholars who didn 1 t know their lessons. It hurt, 
tool She had never felt it because she always knew her 
lessons. But those who had received it told her that 
their teacher had muscles in his arm. A person had to 
make only one mistake to feel it. 
"Sit down, Madam. Abijah, you may recite." 
Abijah stood up slowly. He had been dreaming again. 
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Tomorrow was the last day of this school term and he had 
been thinking longingly of the freedom this meant. Now 
he wasn't prepared, as usual. It was a good thing he was 
so s trong because he got a birching every day. Abijah 
was the strongest boy in the school. He was the oldest 
of course, but the strongest too. With a sigh he bent 
over; no use trying to fool the teacher who knew he didn't 
know his lesson. The teacher applied his birch rod amartly 
to the seat of Abijah's pants. Then ~ijah slowly went 
back to his seat to sit down. 
Susannah felt sorry for him. He would never learn; 
he always dreamed. But she and all the other students 
looked forward to the end of the Winter Ter.m. Next week 
Teacher would begin to teach in another district and they 
would have two and a half months free. Anyway she liked 
Summer Term better. Not only was it warmer but then they 
had a lady teacherl She shivered. Lunch had been three 
hours ago and they still had an hour to go. The bench 
was hard but she didn't dare move. Teacher didn't like 
restlessness. She was cold, too. It wasn't her turn to 
sit near the stove and early March still had cold weather. 
Susannah let herself dream just a little. Tomorrow 
was Examination Day. Today at recess they had cleaned 
the schoolhouse and decorated it with pine branches. All 
the mothers and fathers and the School Board would come 
to hear the pupils recite. Teacher would give a speech 
and announce who the Best Scholar was. It made her feel 
glad that she knew all her lessons. She might have a 
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chance to be the Best Scholar, if Teacher thought she was 
old enough. Her mother and father would be so proud of 
her if she was. They might even let her join the Singing 
Society. 
Her father liked to tell stories of when he went to 
school. Things weren't so nice as they were now. When 
Grandfather Tom was little there were times when school 
met only a few weeks a year. Sometimes they couldn't 
get a teacher, Grandfather said, because the town could 
pay so little. But now the people were more interested 
in educating their children. Father said it was because 
they were a free independent country and every citizen 
should know how to read and write to be a good one. 
Susannah's thoughts came back to the one-room school. 
Teacher was dismissing them but first he was scolding 
about tomorrow. She guessed he wanted everything to go 
right during Examination so he would be hired again 
next year. Susannah got up and took her slate. After 
putting on her bonnet and shawl, she picked up the big 
pail that she carried lunch in. Then she gathered her 
little brother from the first section and began the mile 
and a half walk home. At that she was lucky. Some stu-
dents had to walk three miles and further. 
When Susannah and Abraham got home the sun was al-
ready setting. There would be no time outside today. 
The house was old, so old that her grandfather had lived 
in it when he was just a boy. But off to one side Father 
and Benjamin were building a new house. It was to be a 
bigger one, a frame house with many windows and a por~h. 
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It would be quite different from the old house with its 
one big kitchen-room and combination bedroom-and-good 
room downstairs and the three loft-rooms upstairs. She 
was very proud of the new house. Father's crops had been 
su cc essful and they had saved the money for many years to 
be able to build it. Many other people in Sudbury were 
building newer, bigger houses. Most of them had outgrown 
the small houses that were so like the very first houses 
ever built in Sudbury. Father said there was money in 
Sudbury now. What he meant was that the people often used 
money now, instead of goods, to trade with. The United 
States was growing and it was a wonderful time to live. 
Things were excitingl 
In the h ouse Mother was preparing supper over the 
fireplac e . In the new house they might have a stove, 
but until then they had to do it the old way. The family 
sat down to a simple meal of corn mus·h and boiled meat, 
first bowing their heads and saying grace. After supper 
Susannah told the family what had happened in school that 
day and recited her lessons for them. Even little Abraham 
had lessons to say. Then she helped her mother get the 
family's good clothes ready because everyone was going to 
Examination Day, even Benjantin. Privately, Susannah thought 
that Benjamin was more interested in the Puffer girl than 
in his sister and brother. Then everyone went to bed. 
In those days few people stayed up late because they got 
up early in order to take advantage of all the daylight 
hours. 
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When Susannah got to school the next day everybody 
was talking at once. Teacher was dressed in his good 
clothes as well as every pupil in the school. In the 
morning everybody recited their lessons once more before 
the visitors arrived. Right after lunch frunilies of the 
students began to come. Soon the school was so filled 
with guests that the children crowded together in the 
front desks. The School Board sat on the platform with 
Teacher at the front of the room. The School Master 
called the session to order and the Examination began. 
Scholar after scholar stood up to recite. Susannah 
stood up when her turn c~1e and made not a single mistake. 
Then the School Board asked questions of the children and 
Susannah knew every answerl At last Teacher got up to 
make his final speech and announce the Best Scholar. Every-
one waited anxiously to hear who it was going to be. Then 
he announced it, "Susannah Parker%' The youngest student 
ever to be the Best Scholar sat there not daring to believe 
her ears. It had really happened! 
Sudbury began to wake up a little during the eighteen 
hundreds. She was still a small farming community but she 
was catching up to the rest of the country. Men began to 
do other things beside farm. In Assabet Billage, which 
later became Maynard, a paper mill was built. Nearby a 
textile mill was built near a bend in the Assabet River. 
In less than eighty years tbne this mill was to become one 
of the largest woolen textile mills in the country and 
then closed down completely. 
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- Part Five -
The Civil War brought hard times to the country. 
Sudbury men went to fight for the freedom of men from 
slavery as they had fought in other wars. No man in 
Sudbury owned slaves and they all thought that the South 
should be free of slavery, too. They may have had negro 
servants, only a few, but never did a citizen own any 
slaves. Just before the Civil War sympathetic people 
helped slaves escape from the South to Canada and free-
dom on the "Underground Railroad." It wasn't a real rail-
road and it wasn't under the ground. It was a series of 
hidden places from the Mason-Dixon line to Canada and the 
escaping slaves traveled from one to the next at night 
until they reached freedom. There are several of these 
stations or secret hiding places where the slaves stayed 
in the daytime in Sudbury and the surrounding towns. 
* 
u ;~ 
* 
After the War between the States was over things 
went back to normal. The inventions that were being made 
were coming to Sudbury. My father told me of one year in 
particular when many things happened, the year of 1871. 
School had just let out and Albert was very glad. 
It was not that he didn't like school; it was just that 
he liked vacation better. This year there was so much 
to watch ~nd do. What would he do first? The Framingham 
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and Lowell Railroad Company was laying track right through 
Sudbury. There was always something to do down there. 
That new man that had moved into Sudbury was building a 
crazy glass house; that was fun to watch. Maybe he could 
get some boys to walk over to the new town, Maynard. It 
was brand new but it had all kinds of stores. 
Maynard was just old Assabet Village. But some men 
had gone and made it into a separate town. A lot of the 
men in Sudbury were angry about it, but his father said 
places had a right to grow. Lots of people were moving 
into Maynard to work in the mill. Some of these people 
couldn't speak English very well and it was strange to 
hear them. 
Finally, Albert decided to go and see the glass house. 
The man was working very hard on it. 
"Hello, air, what are you building?" asked Albert. 
The man looked up startled. "What did you say?" 
"I said," repeated Albert patiently, "what are you 
building?" 
"Oh," the man laughed, "I guess a lot of people are 
wondering about that. Well, I'm building a greenhouse. 
Albert frowned. "What's a greenhouse? It looks 
like glass to me." 
The man stopped work. "When the weather is cold, 
-
I will be able to grow things inside," he explained. 
"The sun will come right through the glass but the glass 
will also keep the cold out. I'll keep it warm inside 
with a furnace or a stove. Even if there's snow on the 
ground outside, things will grow inside. I can grow 
flowers or anything in the middle of the winter. 
11 0h, that sounds like a good ideal" said Albert. 
"What are you going to grow·?" 
The man laughed again and answered, 11 Cucumbersl 11 
That night Albert had a lot to tell his father. His 
father smiled and said, "Well it sounds as if you are 
growing up. How about going to work this summer?" 
Albert looked at him in surprise. He had never had 
a job before though he didn't see why he couldn't get 
one. He had helped his father on the farm, but he had 
never done work for pay. Suddenly it seemed like a good 
idea. He would go down to the Railroad tomorrow and see 
about it. 
The next day he was up early and on his way to where 
they were laying track. And he got a job! All during 
the hot summer he was to carry water for the workmen to 
drinlc. It was hard work for a boy but it was interesting. 
The men all had strange stories to tell him. ~uickly the 
summer passed and it was time for school to begin. · The 
railroad was finished and Albert had been given a ticket 
for the first train trip on those tracks! 
The night before the opening day Albert's best friend, 
the foreman of the railroad crew came to take him to Lowell 
so he could ride the whole distance from Lowell to Framing-
ham. Albert had never been so far away from home in his 
whole life and he was thrilled. In the morning Albert 
found a place on the crowded train. Slowly the train be-
~. 
gan to move. Crowds of people cheered. Then the train 
began to pick up speed, faster and faster it went. Then 
Albert was speeding along at twenty miles an hour! It 
was heaven. 
Many people in Sudbury stood by the tracks ready to 
wave at the first train going through their town. Albert's 
family also stood ready to wave at him as the train passed. 
It was a great day for Sudbury, a holiday. Even Mr. Parker 
had never ridden on a train, so Albert felt as if he was 
making history. They went all the way to Framingham and 
on the way back the train stopped at the Sudbury station. 
~fuen Albert got off, his family was waiting for him in the 
buggy. He had a lot to tell them about the most exciting 
year in his life. 
* * 
Maynard did indeed grow. She had more business and 
more people than her two mother towns, Sudbury and Stow, 
put together. The greenhouse idea proved to be a wise 
one and other men built them in Sudbury. Today much of 
Sudbury's business is growing flowers in greenhouses. 
From a small stagecoach line Sudbury came to have two 
railroads, the Framingham arid Lowell and the Massachusetts 
Central. Today, however, we depend on cars and trucks 
for our transportation. 
- Conclusion -
That about brings us up to my own girlhood. I'm 
afraid that I have no adventures to tell about for 
like most people in Sudbury I 1ve led a quiet life. But 
I think I've lived in a tliae when wonderful things have 
happened and horrible things, too. I•ve seen two great 
wars in which the whole world fought. Terrible weapons 
like the atom bomb have been invented. But good things 
have happened as well. The airplane and automobile came 
in my time. Electricity and time-saving machines like 
the refrigerator have blessed us. The wireless radio, 
the telephone, and television were given to us. More 
wonderful than these, terrible diseases have been cured 
or stopped. You will grow to be taller, healthier, and 
stronger than little Peter who helped to settle Sudbury 
ever was. You will live longer and learn more. Sudbury 
is growing faster now than it ever has. It is you children 
of today who are living in the times of great adventure. 
So look back at those children who lived here so long 
ago and try to understand them. Then look forward to 
your own future. 
Appendix I - Geographical Notes on Sudbury 
The original tract of Sudbury which was granted in 1637 was 
five miles square. It was bounded on the North by Concord and 
on the east by Watertown. The bounds between Watertown (what 
is now Weston) and Sudbury were established on April 10, 1651. 
On the north and south was the wilderness. These bounds were 
what is now roughly the Framingham-Sudbury line on the south 
and a line two miles east of the present western boundary. 
Eight more tracts were acquired by the town including an 
additional mile-wide strip on the southern and western sides 
in 1940 and a strip two miles wide on the west in 1644. To-
gether with more than 2000 acres of grants to individuals, these 
tracts made Sudbury include an area of thirty-five square miles 
at one time. The individual grants were made as follows: 
to William Browne 200 acres; 
to Elizabeth Glover 600 acres; 
to Henry Dunster in 1640, 600 acres; 
to William Jennison in 1638, 200 acres; 
to Herbert Pelham in 1639 an undisclosed number of acres; 
to Vx. Walgrave an undisclosed number of acres. 
The following towns contain within their limits land 
that was once part of Sudbury; Ashland, Sherborn, Framingham, 
Maynard, Cochituate, and of course Wayland. 
On June 13, 1701 bounds were established between Sudbury 
and Framingham. In April 10, 1781 part of Sudbury was established 
as East Sudbury, now Wayland and Cochituate. The 1900 acres in 
the north west of Sudbury bordering on the Assabet River together 
with 1300 acres from Stow were incorporated as the town of 
Maynard on April 19, 1871. 
Today Sudbury is 24.5 square miles in area or 15,676.8 
acres. Of these 15,598.2 acres are land; 78.6 acres are 
water. There are three ponds within the limits of the town 
all of which are small; Willis, Blandford's and Bottomless. 
There are two brooks: Mill and Pantry. The Sudbury River 
forms the border between Sudbury and Wayland. It flows into 
the Concord River which empties into the Merrimac River. The 
main channel of the Sudbury River has become clogged with mud, 
sand and weeds. Thus the river is no longer an important 
waterway and has overflowed the once-rich, economically im-
portant river meadows. 
The highest hill in the vicinity is Nobscot Hill which 
is located in Sudbury and Framingham. The elevation is 525 
feet above sea level. A fire tower is situated at the top 
of the hill. 
The towns of Framingham, Marlboro, Worcester, Grafton, 
Hudson, Northboro, Southboro, Westboro, Natick and Rutland 
were settled and founded by people from Sudbury. Many of 
the other towns to the west of Sudbury were also settled by 
people from Sudbury. Two Sudbury men also settled near 
Marietta and Belpre, Ohio. 
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Appendix II. Population Census for Sudbu~'"'Y 
Neani!!gs of abbreviations : 
1765 
1776 
1790 
1800 
1G10 
1830 
1840 
1D50 
1855 
1860 
1865 
1870 
1075 
1880 
18(35 
Prov---Provincia1 Census 
St-----State Census 
-
Prov 
-
1773 
-
Prov - 21GO 
-
us 
-
1290 
-
us 
- 1303 
-
us 
-
128'7 
us 1423 
- us - 1~22 
- us - 1578 
-
s.!-
'-' - lG73 
- us - 1691 
-
St 
-
1703 
-
us 
-
2mn 
- St - 11'77 
-
us 
- 1178 
- St - 116 5 
US-- -United States Census 
EP---Estimated Population 
1880 
-
us 
- 1197 
1895 
-
C'-1-
'-''-' - 1141 
1900 - us - 1150 
1920 
-
us - 1121 
1925 
- St - 1394: 
19c·O us 1182 
1935 - St - 1638 
1940 - us - 1754 
1945 
- St - 2051 
1S50 
-
us 
-
2596 
1950 
-
EP 
-
2597 
1951 - EP - C) r-J r;:,.? f .. , Jt...•U 
1952 
- EP - 2898 
1853 
-
EP 
·-
3000 
1854 - ? 
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Appendix III .·- Government of Sudbury 
The government of Sudbury is and always has been by 
Town Mee t ing. Until 1823 the church and the town govern-
ment were as one. By 1846 however the complete and per-
manent separation of church and town government was recognized. 
In the early days of Sudbury the Selectmen were charged 
with visiting homes and testing children and servants on 
thei r catechism in addition to their regular duties. Some 
of the early town offices were: Selectmen, Commissioners, 
Town Clerk, Constables, Invoice Takers (Assessors), Highway 
Surveyors, Town Marshal, Pound Keeper, Fence Viewers, and 
Field Drivers. Their duties consisted of just what the name 
i mplies. Elected town officials of today are; Moderator, 
Town Clerk, three Selectmen, three Assessors, Treasurer , 
Collector of Taxes, five members of the Board of Welfare, 
Highway Surveyor, three Constables, three members of the 
Goodnow Library Committee, three members of the Board of 
Health, Tree Warden, five members of the Planning Board, 
five members of the School Committee, and five member s of 
the Finance Committee. Other offices are filled by appoint-
ments made by the Selectmen. The Selectmen are also delegated 
the old colonial offices of Pound Keeper, Fence Viewers, 
and Field Drivers which are no longer voted on. 
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Appenc~ix IV. Histor-y of t he Sc hools of Sud bu~··y 
Before the year 1700 t ._ere 1-ras r:o c bance for an educz.-
tion. C_1ildren 1-rere provided -vri t h moral i nstruction on.ly. 
There 1-rere no sc :1ools for several reasons. First teac hers 
i·rere fei.,..., n.or was t here any i nstruction available for t hose 
1'7ho '\·muld liked to llave taught. Learning of any k ind was 
scarce. J!ot only wa s learr.ing s carce , but money rras hc'lrd to 
corr.te by as 1-rell. It 1-ras an age of econ omy, 1-rhen rrlJE.t money 
t here 1-ras, wa s pay ing for rra1,s. Even taxes v::-ere paid i n 
produce. 
I n 1692 t !le Genere.l Court passed a la.v.r requiring any 
tm,m of fifty families or more to provid e a sc :!.1ool for 
t heir c hildren. Tm-ms of one h1.mdred or more fa1i1ilies had 
to b.ave a grammar school c:.s vrell. The fine for not doing 
so W3.S ten pounds. This lmr 1-m.s neglected by most tmms who 
fou.n.d it easj_er to pay t he fiEe . So the f:Lr~e 1n::.s raised to 
tvrenty po1.mds. In 1718 t he Court "'-iaS forced to make t he 
f:Lnes still h i gher : tbirty pounds f or tom1s of one hundred 
fifty families or more and forty po1.mds for tmn.1s of tvo. 
1mn.dred fardlies. The Court also required t he sc hoolmaster 
to be a r egular on e. The towD.s coul d not have t hE illi nister 
teach school. Only on ce, i n 1702 , is t h ere a i,e:.; cord of 
Sudbury being fined. 
In 1701 1'-:Ir. 1-~oyes vras hired as sc J.1ool ma ster but he soon 
left. Later t J:1at year Hr. Pic _ er vTa s hired to tea c h for one 
quarter of t he year . Ealf of t bi s time he Yrc.s to i.mld sc i1ool 
on t ~1.e east side of the river; duri:n.g t ne other half, sc !:1ool 
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was to be in West Sudbury. Mr. Picher taught English, 
Latin and Arithmetic for which he was paid six pounds. 
In 1703, 1~. Picher was paid the grand amount of twenty-
eight pounds. 
Until this time school was held in private houses in 
various parts of the town. In 1702 the town voted to build 
two school houses and the Selectmen paid twenty pounds for 
having them built. They were twenty feet long, eighteen 
feet wide, and seven feet high. They were built of logs 
covered with shingles and a stone fireplace was placed at 
one end to heat the school. In 1711 another new school was 
to be built. Jospph Parmenter was to have a year to build 
it in and a pay of fourteen pounds. The following is how 
the town records describe it: 
"Ye scool house to be 20 foot long, 16 foot wide, 
six foot studd, nine foot and a half sparrl. Ye sills 
to be white oak ye outside, to be borded, and ye bords 
to be feather edge. Ye inside to be birch and borded 
with ruff bords, lower and uper flower to be bord and 
a brick Chemne, and two glass windows 18 Enches square 
per window, and the Ruffe to be borded and shingled." 
School was held in five different places in 1747. By the 
year . l800 there were still ~ive school districts. At this 
time the interest in schools increased. More time and money 
was devoted to them. Three new schools were built costing 
$218, $157, and $200. The students in the Sudbury schools 
had to bu~ their own books and in 1802 textbooks throughout 
the town were the same. 
In general there were two school terms, the Winter term 
4.8 . 
lasting from the first of December to the fi r st of 
March was taught by a man. During two or three of the 
summer months a woman conducted Summer Term for the younger 
children only. 
The prices of building schools increased. For example 
in 1870 three new ones were built at the cost of $2884.82, 
$3825.23, and $2508.77· In 1881 a new school cost $2560.61. 
Until 1889 the town had no public high school. In that year 
it voted to build one at the Center. With the addition made 
to it about 1920, this building is still in use as the 
present high school. In 1950 a twelve-room elementary school 
and auditorium-gymnasium was completed for $447,177.00. The 
town voted to build a regional high school with Lincoln i n 1954. 
Some of the citizens in Sudbury felt the need for a 
higher school than was provided by the town. So in 1856 
a corporation was formed to build and maintain such a school. 
A two-story building was put up. The upper floor was used 
for the school and the lower one filled the need for a hall 
where social and religious meetings could be held. In this 
private school called Wadsworth Academy, higher mathematics, 
the classics, French, painting and drawing were taught. After 
a f ew years the need for this kind of education was no longer 
felt and school was dissolved. The upper rooms were used for 
a "common" school until 1880 when the Academy was destroyed 
by fire. 
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Appendix V. 
The following is a description of manners and customs 
\~itten in 1864 by Mrs. Israel Haynes, an eighty-year-old 
resident of Sudbury. 
STATEJ\lliNT OF :MRS. ISRAEL HAYNES 
" -l~ -l~ I still remember seventy-five years back more 
correct than what has been transacted within a week. -:l-
-l~ I think people enjoyed their simple way of living as well 
as they do now. I recollect when the old meeting house was 
standing. A plain Building Ceiled with Boards and a few pews. 
There are several Barns now in town Finished much hansomer 
than that was. ~l- -:~ There was no bell on the house. But a 
small schoolhouse stood near by on the common finished of as 
poorly as the meeting house. there was a little entry-way 
where there was a little Bell Hung all that belonged to the 
town to ring foe meetings or funerals or what not. There 
was Body seats below for the oldest people And seats in the 
gallery for other people. The most popular took the front 
seats and had Pegs put up to hang their Cockt Hats on. they 
made quite a show. -lr ·:r The Deacons used to read the hymns 
two lines or a verse and then they sung it. They had a pitch 
pipe to pitch the tune. After awhile there was a bass viol 
Introduced and brought into town and did not suit the old 
People, one Old Gentleman got up took his hat of the peg 
and march•d off, said they had begun fidling there would be 
dancing next. The children occupied the stairs when the 
seats were full, and I believe they enjoyed it. They chose 
tithing men to keep them regulated but still there was some 
confusion. I would describe their dress as near as I can 
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remember. it Consisted of one Dress one of their Mother's 
old Dresses she had when she was married or a Cheap Calico 
Coarser than A strainer I ever used. I recollect the first 
one I had--it was thirty three cents a yd as we recon now 
and I thought it as Beautiful as they think of A Nice silk. 
As to bonnets I dont seem to remember as far back as I went 
first to meeting. But Children went to meeting in such 
clothes as they had--now if they have not such clothes as 
they like they stay ay home. They want a gold watch a breast 
pin and rings on the finger. In my young days we did not 
know what such things were. There was a minister in each 
adjoining town I Believe all of one Denomination. old 
People called it the old standing Order ~" -;~ I have not de-
scribed the men's Attire. it Consisted of A Cotton and 
linen shirt a pair of trowsers they were then called an 
under jacket one coat or Frock no padding or lining .;" -l~ 
I have heard an old lady say she could make a coat in a 
day with her Baby on her lap. It would have been thought ex-
travigant for A young man to have had boots before they were 
twenty one they wore cowhide shoes and liggins I never say 
any under clothes they stood the cold weather better than 
they do now. I must say a word about our schools. The 
scholars were under as good regulations as they are now, 
there was no books in school except the Bible Dillingsworth 
spelling Book the primer and Psalter and only one of a kind 
in A Family. The teacher set all the Coppies made all the 
pens. Those that studied Arithmetic the Master wrote down 
the Rules and sums in their Books and then they had Birch 
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split to do their sums on instead of slates. The school-
house was a little rough Building like a shed only it had 
a Door. there was A large Fire Place large enough to hold 
several logs and four feet wood and a stone hearth and chim-
ney and Cross legtd Benches for Writers. The Boys wore 
leather aprons and breeches And for dinner they used to 
fetch a sausage or slice of Pork and a Crust of Bread sharpen 
a stick and broil it over the coals and there were plenty of 
grease spots. The girls wore snort loose Gowns and skirts 
and thick leather shoes and woolen stockings. They wore a 
blanket over their heads or their Mother's old Cloak. In 
the summer they wore shaped gown and skirt and cape bonnet 
colour'd otter with bare feet. You might as soon look for 
a white Bear as to see shoes on Children in summer time. 
The Dwelling houses for the most part had two rooms and a 
fire place almost as large as they build their little kitchens 
now and an oven right over the fire place and a large stone 
hearth. They mostly Built one room first and when they got 
able set up another room and if they had a son Many generally 
settled down at home. There was two families in almost every 
house that had two rooms. -;:- -li- The People were farmers, most 
of them went on Pretty much the same way every year. Each 
one tried to raise enough for their family, they did not make 
much improvement nor speculate. They kept Oxen and Cows and 
hogs for their own use and raised Corn and Rye Potatoes and 
Beans and other vegitables, some kept a Horse, they had no 
Carriages except a cart and sled. They used to ride horseback 
to meeting have a saddle and Pilion the man ride forward the 
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woman behind. Sometimes go to visit their friends forty 
Miles and carry two Children, they went to Market horseback 
had a wallet made of two Cloths, left open in the middle on 
a pair of paniards made of Basket stuff. The women went as 
often as the men, they swung the wallet over the horse's 
back put in their boxes each side so as to balance, then 
the Paniards were fixed on behind filled with pigeons or 
something else. I remember when there was but one old chaise 
in town and I dont remember of there being any thing that 
could be called A Carriage seventy years ago. seventy years 
ago I dont think there was a Carpet in town sc~rce a painted 
floor Our diet was simple not as many luxuries as they have 
now. at thanksgiving we had flower a good Chicken Pie and 
:Mince pies and apple and Pumpkin and Plum Pudding. I think 
a pound answered, sometimes a part was used in the Best 
mince pies ~~ ~;. if our Flower fell short we used Rye flower 
we had good rye. the be.st Farmers did not buy by the Barrel, 
7 or 8 lbs used to answer the purpose. we had no Factories 
spun and wove and made our own Clothing -:~ ·:l- I recollect when 
they began to go with two and four horses tackled in a wagon 
it looked as strange as these new inventions the cars or 
steamboats -:~ -l~ Neighbors used to visit and seemed to enjoy 
themselves. For supper they generally had Fresh meat or 
sausage or a short rye Cake made into a toast, Pye and that 
was good enough for a king. the women were Neighborly and 
Industrious willing to assist each other. one would get in 
a bedquil t and the others drop in and help get it out -:<- -::-
People began to improve in dress and living sixty years ago. 
I earnt money enough to buy a silk Dress when I was Married 
and a whi te Bonnet, if you could see it you would say 
the shape resembled a scale that store keepers use. we 
had to be prudent to lay by enough to purchase a silk 
Dress they was as high as they are now and wages only four 
shillings a week for house work, but we did not have so 
much Cloth in a dress as they do now and no needless trim-
mings. I have had Calico Dresses made out of six yards 
and a half. It was customary in winter to make a party for 
the middle aged, invite all the nearest neighbors and the 
school master, get a meat supper and the company and table 
set in the same room, for the most part there was a Bed and 
trap door in the room--twas a considerable undertaking but 
they enjoyed it better than to call one or two at a time." 
pages 457 to 460, in THE HISTORY OF SUDBURY, MASSACHUSETTS 
by A. s. Hudson, from an account written by Mrs. Haynes. 
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Appendix VI . I mportant Date s ir.. t he History of Sudb1..1ry 
16 33-T~'lomE. s ~Iooker ar:d bis par ty passes through Sudbu.ry 
on t l-:eir vra:y to Cormecticut. 
Jolw.. Oldham passes t:J:-t..xough SudhLU"Y on his vra.y Heshiard. 
l!illiam 1-Tood surveys t he Ol d Corul ecticut Path and de -
scribes Sudbury i n hj_s book, J'.Jew Engle.nd t s Prospec t . 
1637-T.le Proprietors are gr anted t h.eir petition t o sett le 
Su.dbur y by the Generc.1 Court. 
1638- The first settlers al"rive i n Suc~bUl'Y . 
1639 - September 4 - EUd btiTY is i n corporated . 
1651-.h.pril 1 0- The bolm.ds betvre en Sudbury and Uatertow"11 
a r e set . 
1660- l':arlborrow is settled and founded . 
16 75-February 1 0-JJancaster is destroy ed by I<J.:ng Philip . 
16 75- J:-'larch 13-Grot on is de stroyed by Killg Phi lip . 
16 7 5- December 19- The S·h•amp 1Fight tak es :)lace at Ei ngston , 
Rhode Isl and . King P~ilip su ffer s great losses . 
16 76 - Ha rch 27- Fetus attack s Ha r1boro and is h i mself attacked. 
16 76 - April 1 8- King Philip 's forces attack Marlboro. 
16 76 - Lpr:Ll 21-Sudbury is a.ttacl,;:ed by Ki ng Pl1ilip. 
16 73 - Augl:.s t 12 - King Phili p is mu1·dered by one of his oi.n1 men . 
1686 - The ~Jayside Ir.!l1 is built, formerly 3:owe t s Tav ern and 
Red Horse Tavern . 
1689 - King 1-..Jilliam' s or the Ten Years \r,a r begins . 
1 700- FraL'li ngham i s inc orpor2ted . 
1701-Jur::e 13 - The bounds betHeen Sudbury and Framingham a.re set. 
1703-Queen Anne•s War begins. 
1708-The Genera l Court grants permission for Sudbury to 
divide into two parishes. 
1723-The first church is built at Rocky Plain, now Sud-
bury Center. 
1744-King George's War begins. 
1756-The Fourth French and Indian War begins. 
1775-April 19-The Battle of Concord takes place. 
1775-June 16-The Battle of Bunker Hill takes place. 
1780-March 10-The General Court gives permission for the 
division of Sudbury into two townships. 
1781-The division of Sudbury is completed to the satisfac-
tion of both parties. 
1786-Shay•s Rebellion takes place. 
1812-The War of 1812 begins. 
1823-Part of the Congregation leaves the parish. 
1828-An unsuccessful attempt to found a Baptist Society in 
Sudbury is made. 
1836-The Methodist 'Episcopal Chur·ch is built. 
1837-The Evangelical Union Society is formed. 
1844-The Old Parish is reorganized. 
1846-The separation of church and state are recognized as 
complete and permanent in Sudbury. 
1852-November 22-The Wadsworth Monument is dedicated. 
1856-The Wadsworth Academy is founded. 
1861-The Civil War begins. 
1862-The Goodnow Public Library, the second free public 
library in Massachusetts, is founded. 
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1871-Maynard is incorporated. 
1871-The first greenhouse in Sudbury is built. 
1871-The first railroad in Sudbury, the Framingham and 
Lowell Railroad is completed. 
1881-July 22-The Massachusetts Central Railroad is completed. 
1898-The Spanish-American War begins. 
1917-World War I begins. 
1941-World War II begins 
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